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Abstract
It is shown that there are globally defined Lagrangian distributions on
the stable loci of derived Quot-stacks of coherent sheaves on Calabi–Yau
four-folds. Dividing by these distributions produces perfectly obstructed
smooth stacks with globally defined ´1-shifted potentials, whose derived
critical loci give back the stable loci of smooth stacks of sheaves in global
Darboux form.
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1. Introduction
This paper, similar to the first part [6], is concerned with construction of
Lagrangian distributions for ´2-shifted symplectic structures. Just as in [6]
the shifted symplectic structures are C-linear, while Lagrangian distributions
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GLOBAL SHIFTED POTENTIALS FOR CY4 MODULI STACKS II 2
are R-linear. The Lagrangian condition is satisfied with respect to the imag-
inary part of the C-linear symplectic structure, and, in addition, there is a
negative definiteness requirement with respect to the real part.
These choices originate in the notion of anti-self-dual instantons on Calabi–
Yau 4-folds proposed by Donaldson and Thomas in [10]. The idea of using
shifted symplectic structures defined by Pantev, Toe¨n, Vaquie´ and Vezzosi in
[32], is due to Dominic Joyce, and it was partially implemented in [4].
In [6] the authors have shown that given a derived scheme equipped with a
´2-shifted symplectic structure, one can construct a Lagrangian distribution
defined on the entire scheme. Locally this problem is trivial due to the local
Darboux theorem, proved by Brav, Bussi and Joyce in [7]. So the main result
of [6] is that these local constructions can be glued globally.
In this paper we consider derived Artin stacks equipped with ´2-shifted
symplectic structures. Examples of such stacks are given by quotient stacks of
derived Quot-schemes by the actions of GLn pCq. In [5] it is shown that these
quotient stacks do carry shifted symplectic structures, obtained in a canonical
way from the big stack of all perfect complexes on the Calabi–Yau manifold
in question.
Working with derived Quot-schemes and their quotients allows us to use
some of the results from Geometric Invariant Theory. In particular we use
the fact that in the e´tale topology stable loci of Quot-schemes are principal
PGLn pCq-bundles over the good quotients. There is a simple extension of
this result to derived Quot-schemes, and, together with the stacky version
of the local Darboux theorem from [2], we manage to reduce the problem of
constructing Lagrangian distributions on the stable loci of derived quotient
stacks to the problem of constructing such distributions on derived schemes.
This is the problem the authors have solved in [6].
There is another advantage in working with quotient stacks of derived Quot-
schemes. These schemes, defined by Ciocan-Fontanine and Kapranov in [9],
are what we call dg manifolds. They are given by enhancing the structure sheaf
of a smooth quasi-projective scheme to a sheaf of differential non-positively
graded algebras. Having one explicitly defined quasi-projective scheme on
which everything happens proves to be very useful for our purposes.
There are various reasons one might be interested in constructing a La-
grangian distribution on a derived scheme equipped with ´2-shifted symplec-
tic structure. One is to take the quotient and obtain a perfectly obstructed
derived C8-manifold. This manifold might be oriented as in [8], and then,
assuming the manifold is compact, one can hope to produce some invariants.
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In this paper, as in [6], we have a different goal. The quotient by a La-
grangian distribution is not just a perfectly obstructed C8-manifold, or per-
fectly obstructed stack in our case. As it is explained in [31] this quotient
carries a ´1-shifted potential, i.e. a section of the bundle dual to the bundle
of obstructions. Derived critical locus of this potential reconstructs the entire
moduli stack we have started with (in its C8-version).
It is here that having just one smooth quasi-projective scheme underlying
the derived Quot-scheme proves so useful. Once we have established that
there is a globally defined Lagrangian distribution on the quotient stack, we
can write this distribution as a globally defined GLn pCq-invariant subcomplex
of the tangent complex of the derived Quot-scheme. After dividing by this
subcomplex we are left with the same smooth quasi-projective variety with the
same action of GLn pCq, and with a GLn pCq-linearized bundle together with
a GLn pCq-invariant section and a GLn pCq-invariant co-section. This simple
set of data encodes the entirety of the quotient stack.1 Moreover, constructing
the corresponding derived critical locus of the co-section gives us this stack
globally in a Darboux form.
Existence of this globally defined potential might turn out to be important in
its own right. As was pointed out in [31] it is often interesting to have moduli
spaces realized as critical loci. Usually these are critical loci of functions, albeit
defined possibly on infinite dimensional manifolds. In our case we realize a
moduli stack as a critical locus not of a function, but of a ´1-shifted function
– the co-section.
Being shifted, this function is not defined on a manifold, but on a perfectly
obstructed manifold, which according to Uhlenbeck–Yau theorem [35] corre-
sponds to the moduli space of Spinp7q-instantons. So in fact we have a layering
of moduli problems, where moduli of SUp4q-connections appear as critical loci
on the moduli of Spinp7q-connections. Here we follow [23] in classifying con-
nections by normed division algebras.
The contents of the paper is as follows: in Section 2 we recall the construc-
tion of derived Quot-schemes and provide the details on actions of GLn pCq,
noting that this action factors through PGLn pCq also in the derived case. We
finish the section showing that with respect to the e´tale topology the stable
locus is a principal PGLn pCq-bundle.
In Section 3.1 we analyze homotopically closed forms on quotient stacks.
Spaces of such forms can be described as cosimplicial objects in the category
of simplicial vector spaces, where cosimplicial dimension corresponds to the
1A somewhat similar direction of research, but using very different methods, is pursued
by Thomas and Oh, [30].
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simplicial dimension in the bar construction of the action. We show that us-
ing cosimplicial-simplicial normalization we can describe homotopically closed
forms on quotient stacks as cocycles in dg vector spaces consisting of for-
mal power series, where the power of the formal parameter corresponds to
the cosimplicial dimension. This is similar to the formal power series arising
from de Rham stacks in the theory of homotopically closed forms on derived
schemes, as defined in [32].
Section 3.2 begins with an analysis of the strictly invariant homotopically
closed forms on quotient stacks. If we would like to work with homotopically
closed forms on a quotient of a derived scheme M‚ with respect to an action
of a group G, we might want to look for such forms on M‚ itself, and see what
conditions they need to satisfy and what additional structures to have, to
describe forms on the quotient stack. A (strict) invariance would be obviously
needed and some pairing with the Lie algebra of the group would also be
required. We give a precise definition and show that, in case G is linearly
reductive, any homotopically closed form on the quotient stack can be written
in the strictly invariant way.
The main part of Section 3.2 is dedicated to the analysis of integrable distri-
butions on quotient stacks and isotropic structures on them, if the stacks are
equipped with homotopically closed forms. Our starting point is the definition
in terms of stacks of 8-categories by Toe¨n and Vezzosi found in [34], which
we strictify, i.e. make strictly invariant with respect to the group action, in
order to be able to deal with these objects effectively. The result is a simple
description of isotropic structures in terms of formal power series.
Finally in Section 4 we use the machinery from the previous section to reduce
the problem of constructing Lagrangian distributions on the quotient stacks
of derived Quot-schemes coming from Calabi–Yau four-folds to the problem
solved in [6]. This section ends with some very simple linear algebra show-
ing existence of globally defined subcomplexes of the tangent complex on the
derived Quot-scheme that represent these distributions.
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2. Derived Quot-schemes and actions of GLn pCq
Let X be a reduced connected projective scheme over C, equipped with a
very ample line bundle OX p1q, and let P P Qrts. As the family of semi-stable
coherent sheaves on X with Hilbert polynomial P is bounded (e.g. [19] Thm.
3.3.7 p. 78), there is m P N, s.t. any such sheaf F is m-regular ([22] Thm. 1.13,
p. 623). From m-regularity of F it follows that @i ě 0 F pi`mq is globally
generated and
(1) Γ pX ,OX piqq b Γ pX ,F pmqq ÝÑ Γ pX ,F pi`mqq
is surjective ([28] p. 100). In particular we can find any such F among quo-
tients of OX‘n p´mq, where n :“ Ppmq. So we need to consider the Quot-
scheme Quot
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘ ([15] Thm. 3.2, p. 260). The kernels of the
quotients OX‘n p´mq  F do not have to be globally generated, however,
the family of all these kernels is bounded ([15] Prop. 1.2, p. 252), and hence
m1-regular for some m1 P N. Therefore there is p P N s.t. @k ě p, OX‘n p´mq
is k-regular as well as any F as above, and the kernel of OX‘n p´mq  F .
Then surjectivity of maps as in (1) gives us for each k ě p a realization of
Quot
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘ as a closed subscheme
(2) Quot
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘ ãÝÑ Grass pNk ´ Ppkq, Nkq,
where Nk :“ nPOX pk´mq and Grass pNk ´ Ppkq, Nkq is the Grassmannian of
Nk ´ Ppkq-dimensional subspaces in an Nk-dimensional space ([15] Lemmas
3.3 p. 261 and 3.7 p. 264).
The action of GLn pCq on OX‘n induces an action of GLn pCq on
Γ
`X ,OX‘n pk ´mq˘
where each nˆn matrix becomes a matrix of POX pk´mqˆPOX pk´mq scalar
matrices.2 Thus we have a right3 action of GLn pCq on Grass pNk ´ Ppkq, Nkq.
The Plu¨cker embedding
(3) Grass pNk ´ Ppkq, Nkq ãÝÑ Plk , lk “
ˆ
Nk
Ppkq
˙
´ 1
comes with a GLn pCq-linearization of the very ample line bundle, that is in-
duced from the canonical GLNk pCq-linearization. As Quot
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘ Ď
Grass pNk ´ Ppkq, Nkq is GLn pCq-invariant, the induced very ample line bun-
dle on Quot
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘ is GLn pCq-linearized (e.g. [19] p. 101).
2In particular, scalar nˆ n-matrices are mapped to scalar matrices.
3We regard global sections of OX‘
n
as row vectors, i.e. the action of GLn pCq is from the
right.
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As it is explained in [9], choosing q ą p large enough we can realize
Quot
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘ as the classical locus in a derived scheme
DQuot‚p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘,
that is fibered over
(4) Grp,q :“
ź
pďkďq
Grass pNk ´ Ppkq, Nkq,
which is a projective variety through the composite morphism
(5) Grp,q ãÝÑ
ź
pďkďq
Plk ãÝÑ P
ś
pďkďq
plk`1q´1
,
with the right arrow being a Segre embedding. Here is the construction of this
derived scheme. For each k P rp, qs let Vk be the tautological sub-bundle of rank
Nk ´ Ppkq of the trivial bundle Wk of rank Nk “ dim
`
Γ
`X ,OX‘n pk ´mq˘˘
on Grass pNk ´ Ppkq, Nkq. Pulling back to Grp,q we denote
(6) Vp,q :“
ð
pďkďq
Vk, Wp,q :“
ð
pďkďq
Wk.
Let A1,q´p :“ À
1ďjďq´p
Aj, Aj :“ Γ pX ,OX pjqq. We are interested in the follow-
ing bundles on Grp,q:
(7) Hom0 `A1,q´pbα b Vp,q,Vp,q˘(αě1 , !Hom0 ´A1,q´pbα´1 b Vp,q,Wp,q¯)αě1 ,
where Hom0 p´,´q stands for the bundle of homogeneous morphisms (we view
each Aj, Vj and Wj as having homogeneous degree j). The total space of the
bundle Hom0 pA1,q´p b Vp,q,Vp,qq will be DQuot0p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘, i.e. the
(cohomological) degree 0 part of DQuot‚p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘. To construct the
rest of this derived scheme, and especially the differential, we need to consider
the OGrp,q -linear dg-Lie algebra structure on
(8)
g‚ :“à
αě1
gα, gα :“ Hom0
`
A1,q´pb
α b Vp,q,Vp,q
˘‘Hom0 ´A1,q´pbα´1 b Vp,q,Wp,q¯.
We assign cohomological degree α to gα, the bracket is given by commutator of
the composition, and the differential is given by commutator with the multi-
plication on A1,q´p and with the A1,q´p-module structure on Wp,q (e.g. [9] §3.4,
[21] §4.2). Applying the bar-construction to g‚ we obtain a bundle of differen-
tial non-negatively graded co-commutative co-algebras on Grp,q (e.g. [24] §11).
As this construction involves a shift down by 1 in the cohomological degree,
each gα is re-assigned to degree α ´ 1. After taking the degree-wise linear
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dual over OGrp,q this bundle of dg co-algebras becomes a bundle of differential
non-positively graded commutative algebras C‚p,q ([9] §3.5, [5] p. 14).
The spectrum of C‚p,q is a dg scheme fibered over Grp,q, but it is not yet
DQuot‚p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘ that we want. The reason is that C‚p,q parametrizes
all possible A8-module structures on Vp,q over A1,q´p and compatible A8-
morphisms Vp,q ÑWp,q, there is no requirement for these morphisms to extend
the canonical inclusion Vp,q ãÑ Wp,q. To impose this requirement we need to
consider the corresponding section Grp,q Ñ Hom0 pVp,q,Wp,qq. This section
defines an inclusion of the total spaces of bundles
(9)
Hom0 pA1,q´p b Vp,q,Vp,qq ãÝÑ Hom0 pA1,q´p b Vp,q,Vp,qq
Gˆrp,q
Hom0 pVp,q,Wp,qq.
Notice that this inclusion is not linear, as the 0-section is not mapped to
the 0-section (unless Vp,q is the 0-subbundle of Wp,q). Nonetheless, the im-
age of (9) is a sub-scheme of the degree 0 part of the spectrum of C‚p,q. Re-
stricting C‚p,q to this sub-scheme (i.e. pulling back the dg structure sheaf to
Hom0 pA1,q´p b Vp,q,Vp,qq over (9)) we obtain another dg scheme fibered over
Grp,q, which is DQuot
‚
p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘, the derived Quot-scheme that we
want.
In [9] Thm. 4.3.2 p. 435 it is shown that for q " p the classical locus
of DQuot‚p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘ is exactly Quot `OX‘n p´mq,P˘. Moreover, the
weak equivalence class of DQuot‚p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘ does not change, if we
enlarge p and q. Notice that DQuot‚p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘ cannot be constructed
by taking a linear dual of a bar construction of some bundle of dg Lie algebras
on Grp,q, unless Vp,q is the 0-subbundle of Wp,q. In fact the differential on
the structure sheaf of DQuot‚p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘ has, in general, non-trivial
constant term, reflecting the fact that (9) is not a linear map. What we have
here is the linear dual of the bar construction of a bundle of curved dg Lie
algebras on Grp,q.
Having constructed DQuot‚p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘ we would like to look at the
action of GLn pCq on it. There are canonical GLNk pCq-linearizations of Vk,
Wk for each k P rp, qs. Defining
(10) Gp,q :“
ź
pďkďq
GLNk pCq
we have the obvious action of Gp,q on Grp,q and Gp,q-linearizations of Vp,q, Wp,q.
The very ample line bundle OGrp,qp1q obtained from (5) is the tensor product
of line bundles pulled back from the factors, thus we have a Gp,q-linearization of
OGrp,qp1q. Combining tGLn pCq ãÑ GLNk pCq | k P rp, qsu into one GLn pCq ãÑ
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Gp,q we have GLn pCq acting on Grp,q and GLn pCq-linearizations of Vp,q, Wp,q,
OGrp,qp1q. This gives us, in a canonical way, GLn pCq-linearizations of various
other bundles on Grp,q, obtained from Vp,q, Wp,q, as well as actions of GLn pCq
on the total spaces of these bundles.
In particular we have an action of GLn pCq on the bundle of graded commu-
tative algebras, that underlies C‚p,q, as this bundle consists of tensor products
of duals of (7). We would like to see if this action of GLn pCq is compati-
ble with the differential on C‚p,q. It is enough to check compatibility for each
closed point M P GLn pCq, and since the bar-construction is a functor, we can
equivalently check that the action of M is compatible with the bracket and
the differential on (8).
Compatibility with the bracket is obvious, since the the action of M is by
conjugation and the bracket is the commutator of the composition of mor-
phisms. The differential on g‚ is a sum of two parts: the first one is given by
the multiplication on A1,q´p and the second by the A1,q´p-module structure
on Wp,q. Since the action of GLn pCq on A1,q´p is trivial, clearly this action
commutes with the first summand. Commutativity with the second summand
follows from A1,q´p-linearity of the action of GLn pCq on Wp,q.4
It is easy to see that DQuot‚p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘ is invariant with respect to
the action of GLn pCq on the spectrum of C‚p,q. Indeed, the section Grp,q Ñ
Hom0 pVp,q,Wp,qq, we used to define (9), is invariant with respect to the action
of GLn pCq on Grp,q and on the total space of Hom0 pVp,q,Wp,qq, i.e. the image
of (9) is GLn pCq-invariant. Therefore we have an induced GLn pCq-action on
DQuot‚p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘, and the projection
(11) DQuot‚p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘ ÝÑ Grp,q
is GLn pCq-invariant. Recall that the scalar matrices in GLn pCq act as scalar
matrices on Vp,q and on Wp,q. Therefore, since the action of GLn pCq on
DQuot‚p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘ is given by conjugation, this action factors through
PGLn pCq, just like the GLn pCq-action on Grp,q.
Now we look at the stable locus in Grp,q, and its pre-image in the derived
Quot scheme DQuot‚p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘. This requires us to restrict our at-
tention temporarily to the action of SLn pCq. Notice that both Grp,q and
DQuot0p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘ are reduced and smooth. So, as in [29], it makes
sense to simplify our treatment and view these schemes as varieties, i.e. to
consider only the closed points.
The very ample line bundle on Grp,q, obtained from (5), and its SLn pCq-
linearization give us the GIT semi-stable locus Grp,q Ď Grp,q, which contains
4Notice that the action of Gp,q on Wp,q is not A1,q´p-linear, in general.
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the product of semi-stable loci Grk Ď Grk, k P rp, qs. Within each Grk we
have the principal Luna stratum Grk consisting of pk P Grk, for which we can
choose an r P N and an SLn pCq-invariant σk P Γ pGrk,OGrkprqq that does not
vanish at pk, s.t. the evaluation map SLn pCq Ñ tσk ‰ 0u Ď Grk at pk P Grk
is proper, and, moreover, the stabilizer of pk is the smallest possible, which in
this case is Zn Ă SLn pCq. Then clearly p :“ ś
kPrp,qs
pk belongs to the principal
Luna stratum Grp,q Ď Grp,q, which is a Zariski open sub-variety. Let
(12) DQuot‚p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘ Ď DQuot‚p,q `OX‘n p´mq,P˘
be the pre-image of Grp,q with respect to (11). It is obvious that the ac-
tions of PGLn pCq on DQuot‚p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘, Grp,q are free. As Grp,q
lies within the semi-stable locus of Grp,q we have a good quotient Grp,q Ñ
Grp,q  PGLn pCq. Since (11) is affine, i.e. there is an affine atlas on Grp,q, s.t.
pre-image of each chart is given by one dg algebra, we have a good quotient
(13) DQuot‚p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘Ñ DQuot‚p,q `OX‘n p´mq,P˘  PGLn pCq
as well. An easy way to see it is to rewrite DQuot‚p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘ as spec-
trum of a simplicial algebra, i.e. as a co-simplicial diagram of affine varieties
over Grp,q, and then use functoriality of good quotients with respect to affine
morphisms (e.g. [29] Prop. 3.12, p. 58).
It is known (e.g. [19] Cor. 4.3.5, p. 102) that Grp,q Ñ Grp,q  PGLn pCq is
a principal PGLn pCq-bundle in the e´tale topology. The following proposition
is a straightforward extension of this statement to DQuot‚p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘.
Given an e´tale chart U Ñ Grp,q  PGLn pCq we will denote by`
DQuot‚p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘˘U
and `
DQuot‚p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘  PGLn pCq˘U
the corresponding pullbacks.
Proposition 1. We have
DQuot‚p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘ –
Grp,q ˆ
Grp,qPGLnpCq
`
DQuot‚p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘  PGLn pCq˘ ,(14)
in particular, for any p P Grp,q  PGLn pCq there is an e´tale chart U Ñ
Grp,q  PGLn pCq, such that`
DQuot‚p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘˘U –
PGLn pCq ˆ
`
DQuot‚p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘  PGLn pCq˘U ,(15)
and the action of PGLn pCq is given by its left action on itself.
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Proof. To construct DQuot‚p,q
`OX‘n p´mq,P˘ we began with the bundles
(8) on Grp,q, then proceed by taking their sums, OGrp,q -linear duals and tensor
products, and eventually quotients. It is important to notice that (8) carry
a PGLn pCq-linearization, not just a GLn pCq-linearization, therefore all these
bundles and the PGLn pCq-equivariant morphisms between them descend to
Grp,q  PGLn pCq (e.g. [19] Thm. 4.2.14, p. 98). q.e.d.
3. Lagrangian distributions on quotient stacks
In this section we analyze shifted symplectic structures and, more generally,
homotopically closed forms on quotient stacks of derived schemes with respect
to actions by linearly reductive groups. To be able to deal with these structures
we need to have an efficient way of presenting homotopically correct cotangent
complexes on affine derived schemes. Following [6] Def. 1 we will assume that
for any differential non-positively graded C-algebra R‚ that we consider, the
C-algebra R0 is finitely generated and smooth, and the underlying graded
algebra R˚ is freely generated over R0 by a finite sequence of finitely generated
projective modules. Such algebras are cofibrant enough for the usual Ka¨hler
differentials to compute the correct cotangent complexes (e.g. [6] Prop. 1 p.
6). Affine derived schemes SpecpR‚q defined by such algebras will be called
affine dg manifolds.
In general a derived Quot-scheme is not an affine dg manifold because the
degree 0 component is only quasi-projective. We will use the name dg man-
ifolds to denote smooth quasi-projective schemes, equipped with extensions
of the structure sheaves to sheaves of differential non-positively graded C-
algebras, s.t. the underlying sheaves of graded algebras are freely generated
by finite sequences of locally free coherent sheaves in negative degrees. Thus
every affine dg manifold is a dg manifold and every dg manifold is Zariski
locally an affine dg manifold. This notion is a slight variation of the one in
[9] Def. 2.5.1 p. 415, where the conditions of being quasi-projective in degree
0 and having only a finite sequence of generating bundles were not imposed.
As in [5] we view each dg manifold as a derived scheme by breaking it into a
simplicial diagram of affine derived schemes.
As our intended objects of study are quotient stacks of Quot-schemes, we will
follow Geometric Invariant Theory and assume that, when we consider a linear
algebraic group G acting on a derived scheme S, e.g. given by a dg manifold,
there is an atlas on S consisting of G-invariant affine derived schemes. Thus
locally we will have G acting on some affine dg manifold SpecpR‚q.
3.1. Shifted symplectic structures on quotient stacks. To fix the no-
tation, we begin with recalling the notion of homotopically closed differential
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forms on affine derived schemes ([32] Def. 1.8 p. 290). For a dg algebra R‚
we have the cotangent complex ΩR‚ concentrated in non-positive degrees. De-
noting by ΩR‚r1s the suspension of ΩR‚ , i.e. ΩR‚r1s :“ R‚x´1y b
R‚
ΩR‚ , where
R‚x´1y is the free R‚ module on a single generator in degree ´1, we form the
graded mixed algebra
(16) Ω‚R‚ :“
˜ à
iPZě0
SymiR‚ pΩR‚r1sq, δ, d
¸
,
where δ, d are the cohomological and de Rham differentials, having cohomo-
logical degrees 1,´1 and weights 0, 1 respectively. Clearly Ω‚R‚ is concentrated
in non-positive degrees (R‚ sits in degree 0) and in non-negative weights (an
i-form has weight i). To define homotopically closed 2-forms on SpecpR‚q we
need the negative cyclic complex of weight 2 corresponding to Ω‚R‚ :
(17) NC‚2 pΩ‚R‚q :“
˜à
jPZ
NCj2 pΩ‚R‚q , δ ` τd
¸
, NCj2 pΩ‚R‚q :“
#ÿ
iě0
τ iω2`i
+
,
where τ is a formal parameter of degree 2 and weight ´1, ω2`i stands for a
2 ` i-form of degree j ´ 2i. All elements of NC‚2 have the same weight 2, i.e.
this complex has only one grading (cohomological).
Remark 1. We should note that when we say ωi`2 has degree j ´ 2i we
mean the cohomological degree within Ω‚R‚ , which involves the suspension, i.e.
shifting down by the weight of the form. For example in our notation a 2-form
of degree j defines a morphism of degree j ` 2 from the tangent complex to
the cotangent complex on SpecpR‚q.
For any d P Z, truncating NC‚2 pΩ‚R‚q rd´ 2s “ Cx2´ dy b
C
NC‚2 pΩ‚R‚q to
non-positive degrees5 we obtain a cochain complex Ad2 pSpecpR‚qq in the cat-
egory VectC of vector spaces over C. This cochain complex is contravariantly
functorial in SpecpR‚q, and defines a stack – the stack of homotopically closed
2-forms of degree d – on the site DAff of affine derived schemes ([32] Def. 1.8,
p. 290, Prop. 1.11 p. 291).
Remark 2. Note that Ad2 is a (homotopy) sheaf of simplicial sets on the
site of affine derived schemes, that is obtained by applying objectwise Dold–
Kan correspondence to a sheaf of non-positively graded cochain complexes in
VectC, i.e. Ad2 is a sheaf of simplicial objects in VectC.
5Recall that truncating a cochain complex to some degree and below means keeping only
the cocycles in that degree and everything of smaller degree.
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A homotopically closed 2-form of degree d on SpecpR‚q is defined as a 0-
simplex in Ad2 pSpecpR‚qq. As the truncation to non-positive degrees involves
taking the cocycles in degree 0, to choose such a simplex is the same as to
choose a δ ` τd-cocycle of degree d´ 2 in NC‚2 pΩ‚R‚q. One should notice that
the definition of Ad2 above depends on our choice of presentations of cotangent
complexes on affine derived schemes, hence, in general, Ad2 is only defined up
to a global (i.e. an objectwise) weak equivalence. Therefore a 0-simplex as
above is usually given only up to a homotopy provided by 1-simplices, i.e. up
to a δ ` τd-coboundary.
To define a homotopically closed 2-form of degree d on some stack S on
DAff means to give (a homotopy class of) a morphism of stacks S Ñ Ad2
([32] Def. 1.12 p. 292). We have an entire simplicial set Map
`
S,Ad2
˘
of such
morphisms and we would like to compute it in the particular case of S being
the quotient stack JSpecpR‚q{GK for an action of a linear algebraic group G on
an affine dg manifold SpecpR‚q. Using the action and the group structure on
G we construct a simplicial diagram of affine dg manifolds
A
SpecpR‚q{G
E
:“!
SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆj
¯)
jPZě0
and then define
(18) JSpecpR‚q{GK :“ hocolimASpecpR‚q{GE
computed in the category of stacks, where we view each SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆj
¯
as
a stack
(19)
@SpecpQ‚q P DAff SpecpQ‚q ÞÝÑ MapDAff
´
SpecpQ‚q, SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆ
j
¯¯
.
Since construction of (19) involves taking the fibrant resolutions of derived
affine schemes
!
SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆj
¯)
jPZě0
in DAff, we can assume that the sim-
plicial diagram
A
SpecpR‚q{G
E
is objectwise cofibrant in a local model struc-
ture on the category of stacks. Therefore we have (e.g. [18] Thm. 19.4.4 p.
415):
(20) Map
`JSpecpR‚q{GK,Ad2˘ » holim
jPZě0
Map
´
SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆ
j
¯
,Ad2
¯
»
» holim
jPZě0
Ad2
´
SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆ
j
¯¯
.
Fibrant resolutions of SpecpR‚q and G correspond to cofibrant resolutions of
R‚ and of the ring of functions on G, however, since it is Ad2 that we evaluate
on SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆj
¯
, here it is enough to require that Ka¨hler differentials
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compute the correct cotangent complexes on G and on SpecpR‚q, i.e. the as-
sumption that SpecpR‚q is an affine dg manifold is sufficient. Thus we have
the following
Proposition 2. For any linear algebraic group G acting on SpecpR‚q, and
for any d P Z the simplicial set of homotopically closed 2-forms of degree d
on JSpecpR‚q{GK is weakly equivalent to a homotopy limit of the cosimplicial
diagram
!
Ad2
´
SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆj
¯¯)
jPZě0
of simplicial sets.
Assuming that a cosimplicial diagram in a simplicial model category is fi-
brant in the Reedy model structure, one way to compute its homotopy limit
is by taking the total space (e.g. [18] Thm. 18.7.4 p. 397). In turn (e.g. [14] p.
389) computing the total space of
!
Ad2
´
SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆj
¯¯)
jPZě0
is equiva-
lent to computing the mapping space
(21) MapcSSet
ˆ
∆,
!
Ad2
´
SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆ
j
¯¯)
jPZě0
˙
,
where cSSet is the category of cosimplicial diagrams in the category SSet of
simplicial sets, and ∆ “ t∆jujPZě0 is the cosimplicial diagram of the standard
simplices in SSet. Here Rem. 2 becomes useful. Denoting by cSSetC the
category of cosimplicial diagrams in the category SSetC of simplicial objects
in VectC and by ∆ pCq P cSSetC the C-linearization of ∆ we can use the
adjunction cSSet Ô cSSetC to rewrite (21) as
(22) MapcSSetC
ˆ
∆ pCq,
!
Ad2
´
SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆ
j
¯¯)
jPZě0
˙
.
The simplicial normalization functor (e.g. [13] §3.1) gives an equivalence be-
tween SSetC and the category C
ď0 pCq of non-positively graded cochain com-
plexes in VectC. The latter is an abelian category, and composing with the
cosimplicial normalization functor (e.g. [13] §3.2) we have an equivalence
(23) N : cSSetC –ÝÑ Cě0
`
Cď0 pCq˘ – Cď0 `Cě0 pCq˘,
where Cě0 denotes non-negatively graded cochain complexes. As Cě0 pCq is
abelian there is the standard projective model structure on Cď0 pCě0 pCqq.6
We have the following straightforward proposition
Proposition 3. The functor N is a left Quillen functor with respect to
the Reedy model structure on cSSetC and the projective model structure on
Cď0 pCě0 pCqq.
6Weak equivalences are the row-wise quasi-isomorphisms.
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Proof. First we show that N preserves cofibrations. In the Reedy model
structure on cSSetC each cofibration is in particular a cofibration in each
cosimplicial dimension (e.g. [18] Prop. 15.3.1 p. 291). Since the normalization
functor in the simplicial Dold–Kan correspondence is left Quillen, it follows
that any cofibration in cSSetC is mapped to a cosimplicial diagram of cofibra-
tions in Cď0 pCq, i.e. to a cosimplicial diagram of injective maps. Then the
cosimplicial normalization functor extracts subcomplexes in each cosimplicial
dimension (e.g. [13] §3.2), hence preserving injectivity.
To prove that N preserves weak equivalences we need to show that cosimpli-
cial normalization maps cosimplicial diagrams of weak equivalences in Cď0 pCq
to weak equivalences in Cď0 pCě0 pCqq. We note that the normalized complexes
extracted by cosimplicial normalization have canonical complements – the bulk
complexes (loc. cit.). Since cohomology of a direct sum of two complexes is a
direct sum of cohomologies, we conclude that N preserves weak equivalences.
q.e.d.
Remark 3. An immediate consequence of Prop. 3 is that every object in
cSSetC is fibrant, and hence every cosimplicial diagram of simplicial objects in
VectC is fibrant in the Reedy model structure on cSSet. Therefore (21) does
compute the homotopy limit in (20).
Let C‚,‚ pCq be the category of (unbounded) double cochain complexes in
VectC.
7 There is a standard functor ι : Cď0 pCě0 pCqq Ñ C‚,‚ pCq, whose im-
age is the full subcategory of second quadrant complexes. Let M‚,‚ pCq be
the category of (unbounded) graded mixed complexes equipped with the pro-
jective model structure ([32] §1.1). In our notation the pi, jq component of
M‚,‚ pCq is of mixed degree i and weight j. There is the obvious equivalence
µ : C‚,‚ pCq –ÝÑM‚,‚ pCq which renames an pi, jq-component into an pi´ j, jq-
component. Composing N , ι and µ we obtain
(24) rN : cSSetC ÝÑM‚,‚ pCq.
Proposition 4. The functor rN is a left Quillen functor with respect to
the Reedy model structure on cSSetC and the projective model structure on
M‚,‚ pCq. This functor realizes cSSetC as a full co-reflective subcategory of
M‚,‚ pCq consisting of objects whose components are 0 unless they satisfy:
(25) weight ě 0, mixed degree` weight ď 0.
Proof. Let C‚ pC‚ pCqq be the category of unbounded cochain complexes in
the category of unbounded cochain complexes in VectC. As C
‚ pCq is abelian
we have the projective model structure on C‚ pC‚ pCqq, that we transfer over
7The pi, jq component is in the j-th row and the i-th column.
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the equivalence C‚ pC‚ pCqq – C‚,‚ pCq. It is clear that µ identifies this model
structure with the one on M‚,‚ pCq. According to Prop. 3 N is a left Quillen
functor, so we need to show that ι is also a left Quillen functor.
The right adjoint of ι is the truncation to the second quadrant, i.e. it con-
sists of erasing everything of negative vertical degree and then truncating to
the non-positive horizontal degrees. Clearly this operation preserves row-wise
quasi-isomorphisms and it maps surjections to morphisms that are surjective
in negative horizontal degrees, i.e. the right adjoint is a right Quillen functor.
q.e.d.
Corollary 1. For any S, T P cSSetC we have
(26) MapcSSetC pS, T q » MapM‚,‚pCq
´ rN pSq , rN pT q¯.
Having the Corollary above we would like to understand the graded mixed
complexes
(27) rN ˆ!Ad2 ´SpecpR‚q ˆ ´Gˆj¯¯)
jPZě0
˙
, rN p∆ pCqq .
It is easy to describe the former: in weight j P Zě0 it consists of elements
of Ad2
´
SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆj
¯¯
that pull back to 0 over any degeneration map
SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆj´1
¯
ãÑ SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆj
¯
.
Proposition 5. The graded mixed complex rN p∆ pCqq is a cofibrant replace-
ment of C considered as a graded mixed complex concentrated in degree 0 and
weight 0.
Proof. For each j P Zě0 simplicial normalization N p∆j pCqq of ∆j pCq is
generated by the non-degenerate simplices of ∆j pCq. When we apply the
cosimplicial normalization to tN p∆j pCqqujPZě0 we throw away the bulk sub-
complex, which for each j ě 1 consists of the sum of images of the co-face
maps tsr : ∆j´1 pCq ãÑ ∆j pCqu1ďrďj (e.g. [13] §3.2). Notice the absence of
s0. This means that all simplices in ∆j are hit, except for the non-degenerate
simplex in dimension j and one of its faces. Therefore rN p∆ pCqq has a basis
over C consisting of tajujě0 Y tbjujě1, where each aj has mixed degree ´2j
and weight j, each bj has mixed degree ´2j ` 1 and weight j, and δ pajq “ bj,
d pajq “ bj`1. This is exactly the complex Qp0q considered in the proof of
Prop. 1.3 in [32]. q.e.d.
Now we look at computing mapping spaces in M‚,‚ pCq. As the model
structure is based on the standard projective model structure of unbounded
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cochain complexes in VectC, we have unbounded cochain complexes of mor-
phisms between objects in M‚,‚ pCq ([32] proof of Prop. 1.3). Truncating these
cochain complexes to non-positive degrees we obtain the (normalizations of)
the mapping spaces. In other words for any T PM‚,‚ pCq we have (loc. cit.)
(28) MapM‚,‚pCq
´ rN p∆ pCqq , T¯ – NCď00 pT q ,
where NCď00 means truncation to non-positive degrees of the negative cyclic
complex of weight 0. Applying this to (22) we obtain an explicit description
of the space of homotopically closed 2-forms of degree d on a quotient stack
as follows.
Proposition 6. The normalization of the simplicial set of homotopically
closed 2-forms of degree d on JSpecpR‚q{GK is weakly equivalent to
(29) Ω‚2,d pJSpecpR‚q{GKq “à
rď0
Ωr2,d pJSpecpR‚q{GKq ,
(30) Ωr2,d pJSpecpR‚q{GKq :“
# ÿ
i,jě0
σjτ iω2`i,j
+
,
where ω2`i,j is a 2`i-form on SpecpR‚qˆ
´
Gˆj
¯
of degree r`d´2´2i´2j. The
differential on Ω‚2,d pJSpecpR‚q{GKq is δ` τd` σ∆, where ∆ is the alternating
sum of all pullbacks over face maps in
!
SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆj
¯)
jPZě0
. Elements
of Ω02,d pJSpecpR‚q{GKq have to be δ ` τd` σ∆-cocycles.
Any homotopically closed 2-form of degree d on JSpecpR‚q{GK can be de-
scribed as an element of Ω02,d pJSpecpR‚q{GKq. Two such forms are equivalent
if they differ by a δ ` τd` σ∆-coboundary.
Proof. From the proof of Prop. 1.3 in [32] we know that (29) is the space of
maps from rN p∆ pCqq to graded mixed complex of all forms on !SpecpR‚q ˆ ´Gˆj¯)
jě0
.
The only reason this Proposition does not immediately follow from Corollary
1 is that the space
(31) MapM‚,‚pCq
ˆ rN p∆ pCqq , rN ˆ!Ad2 ´SpecpR‚q ˆ ´Gˆj¯¯)
jPZě0
˙˙
is not all of (29) because normalization does not consist of all forms. In (31)
there is an additional condition that @i, j pullbacks of ω2`i,j over all degener-
ation maps in
!
SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆj
¯)
jPZě0
are 0. In other words (29) contains
also the mapping space from rN p∆ pCqq to the bulk complex in cosimplicial
normalization. However, this bulk double complex is acyclic in the vertical
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direction (e.g. [13] §3.2) and the Acyclic Assembly Lemma (e.g. [37] Lemma
2.7.3 p. 59) tells us that the corresponding product-total complex is acyclic.
We observe that this product-total complex is exactly the mapping space fromrN p∆ pCqq to the bulk double complex. q.e.d.
If we want to describe homotopically closed forms on JM‚{GK, where M‚
is a dg manifold that is not necessarily affine, we can represent JM‚{GK as a
simplicial diagram of quotients of affine dg manifolds by actions of G. The
entire process can be repeated and we would obtain expressions as in (30)
just with an additional formal parameter keeping track of the number of affine
charts that intersect. The differential will have an additional summand as
well.
Remark 4. Assuming that M0 has a good quotient with respect to the
action of G there is an equivalent way to describe the space of homotopi-
cally closed forms on JM‚{GK. We can use Ω‚2,d pJSpecpR‚q{GKq to construct
a sheaf Ω‚2,d of C-linear cochain complexes on the topological space M under-
lying M‚  G. Then H0 `M,Ω‚2,d˘ is the vector space of equivalence classes
of homotopically closed 2-forms of degree d on JM‚{GK. One can compute
hypercohomology by using Cˇech covers consisting of affine charts, as it was
done for derived schemes in [6] Def. 10.
In addition to being homotopically closed, a shifted symplectic structureř
i,jě0
σjτ iω2`i,j has to be non-degenerate, i.e. its τ -free term
ř
jě0
σjω2,j has to
define a weak equivalence between the tangent complex suspended ´d times
and the cotangent complex. These complexes are defined for points in stacks,
and in the case of JSpecpR‚q{GK it is enough to look at just one point: the
canonical SpecpR‚q Ñ JSpecpR‚q{GK. The cotangent complex for this point is
the total complex of the bi-complex
(32) ΩR‚ Ñ g˚,
where g˚ is the trivial bundle on SpecpR‚q with the fiber being the C-linear
dual of the Lie algebra of G. In this situation the free term ω2,0 on SpecpR‚q
is made of sections of ΩR‚ , while restriction of ω2,1 to the degeneration map
SpecpR‚q ãÑ SpecpR‚q ˆ G involves sections of ΩR‚ and those of g˚. It is the
latter term that pairs Ext0 and Ext´d`2 of sheaves on a Calabi–Yau 2´d-fold.
3.2. Invariant symplectic structures and Lagrangian distributions.
The simplicial set
(33) Map
`JSpecpR‚q{GK,Ad2˘
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describes the space of 2-forms on SpecpR‚q that are homotopically closed and
G-invariant up to homotopy at the same time. Sometimes it is useful to
have homotopically closed forms on SpecpR‚q that are strictly G-invariant in
a sense to be made precise below. It becomes especially useful when every
homotopically closed form on JSpecpR‚q{GK can be strictified in such a way.
In this section we show this to be always true, if G is linearly reductive. We
denote by
(34) Ω
‚
2,d pJSpecpR‚q{GKq Ď Ω‚2,d pJSpecpR‚q{GKq
the subcomplex consisting of
ř
i,jě0
σjτ iω2`i,j s.t. each
ř
iě0
τ iω2`i,0 is invariant
with respect to the action of G on Ω‚SpecpR‚q induced by the action of G on
SpecpR‚q, and @j ą 0, @i ě 0 the form ω2`i,j P Ω‚SpecpR‚qˆpGˆjq belongs to the
ideal Ij Ď Ω‚SpecpR‚qˆpGˆjq generated by pi1˚
´
Ω‚
Gˆj
¯
, where
pi1 : SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆ
j
¯
ÝÑ Gˆj
is the projection. We will call Ω
‚
2,d pJSpecpR‚q{GKq the space of strictly G-
invariant homotopically closed 2-forms on JSpecpR‚q{GK.
Proposition 7. Suppose that G is linearly reductive, then
(35) Ω
‚
2,d pJSpecpR‚q{GKq ãÝÑ Ω‚2,d pJSpecpR‚q{GKq
is a weak equivalence of non-positively graded cochain complexes in VectC.
Proof. For each j ě 1 the ideal Ij is clearly closed with respect to both δ
and d. The subalgebra pi0˚
´
Ω‚SpecpR‚q
¯
Ď Ω‚
SpecpR‚qˆpGˆjq, where
pi0 : SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆ
j
¯
Ñ SpecpR‚q
is the projection, is a complement to Ij as a graded submodule of Ω
‚
SpecpR‚qˆpGˆjq.8
Denoting I0 :“ t0u Ď Ω‚SpecpR‚q and applying NC‚2 we have a cosimplicial di-
agram of inclusions
(36) @j ě 0 NC‚2 pIjq Ď NC‚2
ˆ
Ω‚
SpecpR‚qˆpGˆjq
˙
.
Shifting upwards by 2 ´ d and truncating to non-positive degrees we have
another cosimplicial diagram
(37) @j ě 0 NCďd´22 pIjq Ď Ad2
´
SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆ
j
¯¯
.
8Notice that pi0˚
´
Ω‚SpecpR‚q
¯
is closed only with respect to δ.
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It is immediate to see that the cosimplicial diagram of quotients
(38) tTjujě0 :“
!
Ad2
´
SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆ
j
¯¯
{NCďd´22 pIjq
)
jě0
is exactly the diagram of Hochschild cochains for the action of G onAd2 pSpecpR‚qq
induced by the action on SpecpR‚q. Since G is reductive, taking the cosim-
plicial normalization of tTjujě0, we obtain a non-negatively graded cochain
complex of non-positively graded cochain complexes, s.t. the vertical differ-
ential has 0 cohomology everywhere, except in T0. Let K be the kernel of
T0 Ñ T1, we have an acyclic complex of non-positively graded complexes
(39) T0{K ÝÑ T1 ÝÑ T2 ÝÑ . . . ,
hence its product-total complex is acyclic (e.g. [37] Lemma 2.7.3 p. 59). We
notice that this product-total complex is exactly the quotient
Ω‚2,d pJSpecpR‚q{GKq {Ω‚2,d pJSpecpR‚q{GKq .
q.e.d.
Now we can have a more convenient reformulation of Proposition 6 in the
reductive case.
Proposition 8. Let G be a linearly reductive group acting on an affine dg
manifold SpecpR‚q. The normalization of the simplicial set of homotopically
closed 2-forms of degree d on JSpecpR‚q{GK is weakly equivalent to
(40) Ω
‚
2,d pJSpecpR‚q{GKq “à
rď0
Ω
r
2,d pJSpecpR‚q{GKq ,
(41) Ω
r
2,d pJSpecpR‚q{GKq :“
# ÿ
i,jě0
σjτ iω2`i,j
+
,
where
‚ @i ě 0 ω2`i,0 is a G-invariant 2` i-form on SpecpR‚q of degree r`d´2i
and
‚ @j ě 1, @i ě 0 ω2`i,j is a 2 ` i-form on SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆj
¯
of degree
r ` d´ 2´ 2i´ 2j belonging to the ideal generated by Ω‚
Gˆj .
The differential on Ω
‚
2,d pJSpecpR‚q{GKq is δ ` τd ` σ∆, where ∆ is the al-
ternating sum of all pullbacks over face maps in
!
SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆj
¯)
jPZě0
.
Elements of Ω
0
2,d pJSpecpR‚q{GKq have to be δ ` τd` σ∆-cocycles.
Any homotopically closed 2-form of degree d on JSpecpR‚q{GK can be de-
scribed as an element of Ω
0
2,d pJSpecpR‚q{GKq. Two such forms are equivalent
if they differ by a δ ` τd` σ∆-coboundary.
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Remark 4 also gets a reductive reformulation, stating that gluing strictly
G-invariant homotopically closed forms on intersections of affine charts can be
done using strictly G-invariant forms again. Explicitly we have the following
Proposition 9. Let G be a linearly reductive group acting on a dg manifold
M‚, s.t. the action on M0 admits a good quotient. Let M be the topological
space underlying M‚  G. Then Ω‚2,d defines a sheaf of non-positively graded
C-linear cochain complexes on M and
(42) H‚
´
M,Ω‚2,d
¯
– H‚ `M,Ω‚2,d˘ .
In particular the space of homotopically closed 2-forms of degree d on JM‚{GK
is isomorphic to H0
´
M,Ω‚2,d
¯
.
Proof. According to Prop. 8 the inclusion Ω
‚
2,d ãÑ Ω‚2,d is a local weak equiv-
alence of sheaves of cochain complexes. Therefore the induced map on hyper-
cohomology groups is an isomorphism. q.e.d.
Now we turn to integrable distributions. This is an old concept, and accord-
ingly there are many names for it in different kinds of geometry: Lie–Rinehart
algebras, Lie algebroids, foliations etc. Keeping the notation compatible with
[6] we use the term integrable distributions. We will consider two equiva-
lent ways to define these. First: an integrable distribution on an affine dg
manifold SpecpR‚q is given by a perfect dg R‚-module L‚ with generators in
non-negative degrees, a C-linear dg Lie algebra structure on L‚ and an R‚-
linear anchor map α : L‚ Ñ T‚SpecpR‚q that is a morphism of dg Lie algebras
and satisfies the well known conditions (e.g. [27] Def. 3.3.1 p. 100).
The second way is an R‚-linear dual formulation using Koszul duality: an
integrable distribution is defined as a morphism of graded mixed algebras
(43) α : Ω‚R‚ ÝÑ Λ‚
satisfying some conditions ([31], [34] Def. 1.2, or the strictified version [6] Def.
3). These conditions force us to consider a proper subcategory of the category
of all possible morphisms of graded mixed algebras (43), and then there is a
categorical equivalence between the two definitions.
To define integrable distributions on stacks one needs contravariant functo-
riality, i.e. to be able to pull back an integrable distribution over a morphism
of affine dg manifolds. This is also an old construction ([16] p. 203), and
in using it one obtains a stack of integrable distributions on DAff ([31], [34]
Prop. 1.2.3). Here we need to be careful what kind of stacks we are talking
about.
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For each SpecpR‚q there is a model category L pSpecpR‚qq of all integrable
distributions on SpecpR‚q, and we can view it as an8-category (e.g. a category
enriched in SSet). The stack considered in [34] is a stack of SSet-categories.
Given a stack S on DAff the 8-category of integrable distributions on S is
defined then ([34] Def. 1.2.4) as
(44) L pSq :“ holim
SpecpR‚qÑS
L pSpecpR‚qq,
computed in the category of SSet-categories. In this paper we are not inter-
ested in all of the resulting8-category, but only in the maximal8-subgroupoid.9
A SSet-enriched groupoid can be equivalently described by its nerve, and it
is this simplicial set that we would like to investigate (in fact just the set of
connected components in it).
There is an equivalent way to obtain the same simplicial set. The homotopi-
cally coherent nerve construction gives us a right Quillen functor in a Quillen
equivalence between model categories of SSet-categories and quasi-categories
([26] Thm. 2.2.5.1 p. 89). In turn there is a right Quillen functor from the
category of quasi-categories to the category of simplicial sets with the usual
model structure ([20] Thm. 1.19 p. 283) which extracts the largest Kan sub-
complex out of a quasi-category ([20] Prop. 1.16 p. 283, Prop. 1.20 p. 284).
Altogether this amounts to extracting the largest simplicial sub-groupoid from
a SSet-category and taking its homotopically coherent nerve, or equivalently
the usual nerve ([17] §2.6). For each SpecpR‚q we denote by K pL pSpecpR‚qqq
the resulting simplicial set. Since this is a right Quillen functor we have ([18]
Thm. 19.4.5 p. 415)
(45) K
¨˝
holim
SpecpR‚qÑS
L pSpecpR‚qq‚˛» holim
SpecpR‚qÑS
K pL pSpecpR‚qqq.
This means that we can restrict to the maximal8-subgroupoids Lgr pSpecpR‚qq Ď
L pSpecpR‚qq from the beginning and we define the stack of integrable distri-
butions to be
(46) L : SpecpR‚q ÞÝÑ N pLgr pSpecpR‚qqq,
where N p´q stands for the usual nerve construction. Then an integrable
distribution on a stack S is given by a map SÑ L.
9I.e. the largest SSet-subcategory, whose category of connected components is a groupoid.
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Let us look at Map pJSpecpR‚q{GK,Lq. As before, using just cofibrancy in
each simplicial dimension, we find that
Map pJSpecpR‚q{GK,Lq » holim
jě0 L
´
SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆ
j
¯¯
.
We would like to go further and claim that the latter simplicial set is weakly
equivalent to
(47) Map
ˆ
∆,
!
L
´
SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆ
j
¯¯)
jě0
˙
.
For this claim to be true, it is enough to require that
!
L
´
SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆj
¯¯)
jě0
is fibrant in the Reedy model structure on the category of cosimplicial dia-
grams of simplicial sets. It is easier to check this property, if we work with
cosimplicial diagrams of 8-groupoids instead.
The j-th matching object is the 8-groupoid of integrable distributions on
the union of images of degeneracies in SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆj
¯
. Then the Reedy fi-
brancy condition amounts to: @j ě 0 the functor from Lgr
´
SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆj
¯¯
to the j-th matching groupoid is a fibration of SSet-categories, i.e. it consists
of fibrations between mapping spaces and it lifts weak equivalences ([3] p.
2044). Choosing fibrant replacements of SpecpR‚q and G, so that all algebras
of functions are almost free, and requiring all integrable distributions to be
represented by almost free morphisms of graded mixed algebras, it is straight-
forward to see that this fibrancy condition is satisfied.
Using (47) to provide an explicit description of integrable distributions
on JSpecpR‚q{GK we obtain that a 0-simplex in this simplicial set can be
described as an integrable distribution on SpecpR‚q and a coherent system
of weak equivalences between all possible pullbacks of this distribution to!
SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆj
¯)
jě1
(a similar definition in the non-derived context is
given in [36] §5.2).
Given a not necessarily affine dg manifold M‚ with an action of G, s.t.
M‚ has an atlas consisting of G-invariant dg affine manifolds, and M0 admits
a good quotient, we would like to have a description of the simplicial set
Map pJM‚{GK,Lq. For each G-invariant chart SpecpR‚q on M‚ we have the
simplicial set of integrable distributions on JSpecpR‚q{GK, and as in [6] Def.
7 we can consider equivalence classes of integrable distributions on arbitrary
parts of G-invariant affine atlases on M‚ (this construction involves the entire
space (47), not just its 0-simplices). This gives us a sheafLG pM‚q on the space
M of classical points in JM‚{GK, sections of which correspond to equivalence
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classes of integrable distributions, and we have
(48) Γ pM,LG pM‚qq – pi0 pMap pJM‚{GK,Lqq .
As in [6] we would like to restrict our attention to integrable distributions
that do not have non-trivial “isotropy dg Lie subalgebras”. Precisely we call
an integrable distribution on JSpecpR‚q{GK a derived foliation, if around every
C-point of JSpecpR‚q{GK there is a minimal10 G-invariant chart SpecpR1‚q,
where the distribution can be written as a quotient α1 : Ω
‚
R1
‚  Λ‚ ([6] Def. 6),
or in other words the anchor map is injective. Notice that we require injectivity
of the anchor in all degrees, not just in degree 0 as for rigid distributions in
[34] Def. 1.2.6. See also the complementary notion of a co-foliation in [1] §3.
Having injective anchor maps allows us to consider a strictification of the
notion of G-invariance of integrable distributions. We will say that a derived
foliation on JSpecpR‚q{GK is a strictly G-invariant derived foliation, if:
1) this integrable distribution can be written on SpecpR‚q itself using an
injective anchor,
2) the two pullbacks to SpecpR‚q ˆ G are canonically isomorphic, i.e. the
corresponding ideals in Ω‚SpecpR‚qˆG are equal, and
3) the coherent system of weak equivalences between the various (equal)
pullbacks of this integrable distribution to
!
SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆj
¯)
jě1
are
the identities.
Let FG pM‚q Ď LG pM‚q be the subsheaf consisting of equivalence classes of
integrable distributions that Zariski locally on M‚ can be written as strictly
G-invariant derived foliations. If G is trivial, i.e. we have just a dg manifold
M‚, we will write F pM‚q for the resulting sheaf.
Now we turn to isotropic structures on integrable distributions. An in-
tegrable distribution on SpecpR‚q is defined as a morphism of graded mixed
algebras α : Ω‚SpecpR‚q Ñ Λ‚, thus each one gives us a cochain complex NCd2 pΛ‚q
and, since weak equivalences between integrable distributions produce weak
equivalences between the corresponding negative cyclic complexes we have a
fibration of simplicial sets Λ pSpecpR‚qq Ñ L pSpecpR‚qq with fibers being the
negative cyclic complexes.
Applying NCd2 to α we obtain a morphism Ad2 pSpecpR‚qqˆL pSpecpR‚qq Ñ
Λ pSpecpR‚qq in the category of simplicial sets over L pSpecpR‚qq, and it is
clearly functorial in SpecpR‚q, i.e. we have a natural transformation Ad2ˆLÑ
Λ over L. Evaluating this at the simplicial diagram
!
SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆj
¯)
jě0
10An affine dg manifold is minimal at a point, if the complex of Ka¨hler differentials has
0 differential at this point.
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we get the corresponding cosimplicial diagram of maps of simplicial sets. Now
suppose we have a choice Ω‚SpecpR‚q Ñ Λ‚ of a strictly G-invariant derived
foliation on JSpecpR‚q{GK, this gives us a map from the constant cosimplicial-
simplicial set on one point to
!
L
´
SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆj
¯¯)
jě0
. Taking the fiber
over this point of Ad2ˆLÑ Λ we obtain a morphism of cosimplicial-simplicial
objects in VectC:
(49) @j ě 0 Ad2
´
SpecpR‚q ˆ
´
Gˆ
j
¯¯
ÝÑ NCd2
`
pi˚j pΛ‚q
˘
,
where pij : SpecpR‚qˆ
´
Gˆj
¯
is the projection. A homotopically closed 2-form
of degree d on JSpecpR‚q{GK is given by a map ∆ Ñ !Ad2 ´SpecpR‚q ˆ ´Gˆj¯¯)
jě0
,
and composing with (49) we obtain ev : ∆ Ñ  NCd2 `pij˚ pΛ‚q˘(jě0. On the
other hand there is the canonical 0-map. Then an isotropic structure on Λ‚ is
defined as a homotopy
(50) ∆1 ˆ∆ ÝÑ
 
NCd2
`
pi˚j pΛ‚q
˘(
jě0
between ev and the 0-map.11 With obvious modifications this construction can
be used for integrable distributions on JSpecpR‚q{GK that are not strictly G-
invariant derived foliations. We have considered only the special case because
then we can write a (50) explicitly.
Recall that we can use cosimplicial-simplicial normalization to transfer com-
putation of mapping spaces from cosimplicial-simplicial objects in VectC to
graded mixed complexes. This transfer turns ∆ pCq into a cofibrant replace-
ment of C considered to be in degree 0 and weight 0. It is easy to see that
normalization of ∆1 pCq ˆ ∆ pCq is weakly equivalent to the graded mixed
complex that is a cofibrant replacement of the complex C ãÑ C ‘ C placed
in weight 0 and degrees ´1 and 0. This gives us the following description of
isotropic structures on strictly G-invariant derived foliations.
Let ω “ ř
i,jě0
σjτ iω2`i,j be a homotopically closed 2-form of degree d onJSpecpR‚q{GK. A strictly G-invariant derived foliation α : Ω‚SpecpR‚q Ñ Λ‚ is
isotropic with respect to ω if α
ˆř
iě0
τ iωi,0
˙
is a δ`τd-coboundary. An isotropic
structure on a strictly G-invariant isotropic derived foliation is given by λ :“
11Recall that ∆ “ t∆jujě0 is the cosimplicial diagram of the standard simplices in SSet.
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i,jě0
σjτ iλi,j P NC‚2 pΛ‚q s.t.
(51) pδ ` τd` σ∆q
˜ÿ
iě0
τ iλi,j
¸
“ α
˜ÿ
iě0
τ iωi,0
¸
.
Notice that we require (up to homotopy) vanishing of ω only on the derived
foliation on SpecpR‚q and say nothing about ř
iě0
σjτ iω2`i,j for j ą 0. This is
a consequence of the normalization of ∆1 pCq ˆ∆ pCq being so simple. We
would also like to define strictly G-invariant isotropic structures on strictly G-
invariant derived foliations as those isotropic structures that consist of
ř
iě0
τ iλi,0
only, in which case the two pullbacks of
ř
iě0
τ iλi,0 to SpecpR‚q ˆG have to be
equal.12
Being an isotropic distribution is clearly a local condition so given a ho-
motopically closed 2-form ω we define a subsheaf FωG pM‚q Ď FG pM‚q con-
sisting of sections whose corresponding foliations are isotropic with respect to
ω. Choosing isotropic structures on isotropic foliations gives us another sheafrFωG pM‚q with a forgetful map rFωG pM‚q Ñ FωG pM‚q.
Now suppose that ω is symplectic. For an isotropic structure to be La-
grangian with respect to ω is a local condition, so we can restrict to JSpecpR‚q{GK.
There we have the tangent complex T‚JSpecpR‚q{GK that is a dg R‚-module con-
centrated in degrees ě ´1. For a strictly G-invariant derived foliation L‚ ãÑ
T‚SpecpR‚q an isotropic structure λ is Lagrangian, if it defines a (shifted) weak
equivalence between the homotopy kernel of the composite morphism
(52) L‚ ãÑ T‚SpecpR‚q Ñ T‚JSpecpR‚q{GK
and the dual of L‚. For details see e.g. [6] Def. 12. We denote by FωG pM‚q ĎrFωG pM‚q the subsheaf consisting of isotropic distributions and isotropic struc-
tures that are Lagrangian.
We finish this section with some statements that follow from definitions and
Prop. 8.
Proposition 10. Suppose SpecpR‚q – SpecpB‚q ˆ pHzGq for a closed sub-
group H and the action of G on SpecpR‚q is through HzG. Then the pullback
functor over SpecpR‚q SpecpB‚q identifies the following sheaves on the space
U of classical points in JSpecpR‚q{GK: the sheaf FG pSpecpR‚qq of equivalence
12Having required that the derived foliation is strictly G-invariant we can directly compare
the two pullbacks of isotropic structures.
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classes of strictly G-invariant derived foliations on SpecpR‚q and the sheaf
F pSpecpB‚qq of equivalence classes of derived foliations on SpecpB‚q.
Suppose that G is linearly reductive, then any homotopically closed 2-form
on JSpecpR‚q{GK can be written as a strictly G-invariant ř
i,jě0
σjτ iωi,j, whereř
iě0
τ iωi,0 is pulled back from SpecpB‚q. This pullback functor also identifies
the following sheaves on the space U :
(i) the sheaf FωG pSpecpR‚qq of equivalence classes of strictly G-invariant
isotropic derived foliations on SpecpR‚q and the sheaf Fω pSpecpB‚qq of
equivalence classes of isotropic derived foliations on SpecpB‚q,
(ii) the sheaf rFωG pSpecpR‚qq of equivalence classes of strictly G-invariant
isotropic derived foliations on SpecpR‚q equipped with strictly G-invariant
isotropic structures and the sheaf rFω pSpecpB‚qq of equivalence classes of
isotropic derived foliations on SpecpB‚q equipped with isotropic struc-
tures.
4. Lagrangian distributions in the ´2-shifted case
In this section we come back to the particular case of quotient stacks of
Quot-schemes. First we assume that X is a Calabi–Yau manifold of dimension
2 ´ d for some d P Ză0. According to [32] §2.1 the moduli stack of perfect
complexes on X , as defined in [33], carries a d-shifted symplectic structure.
As it is shown in [5] there is a formally e´tale morphism to this stack fromJDQuot‚p,q `OX‘n p´mq,P˘{GLn pCqK, thus we can pull back the symplectic
structure to the latter stack. Restricting to the stable part we obtain a d-
shifted symplectic structure ω on JDQuot‚p,q `OX‘n p´mq,P˘{GLn pCqK. In
this section the data X , P, p, q, m and n will remain constant, so for ty-
pographical reasons we suppress them from the notation and write simplyJDQuot‚{GLn pCqK.
Our goal in this paper is to show existence of a special kind of globally
defined Lagrangian distributions on JDQuot‚{GLn pCqK. For that we restrict
our attention to Calabi–Yau manifolds of dimension 4, i.e. d “ ´2. In addition
we will switch from the algebraic geometry over C to C8-geometry over R. All
of our dg manifolds become then derived C8-manifolds, and we will denote
this change by underlining. In particular we will write DQuot‚ for the derived
C8-manifold underlying DQuot‚. We will also use GLn pCq to denote the Lie
group of invertible nˆn-matrices with coefficients in C, similarly for PGLn pCq.
Switching to C8-geometry changes the topology. We will use the usual
metric topology on all of our C8-manifolds. Since it is stronger than the e´tale
topology, Proposition 1 translates into a proposition stating that DQuot‚ is
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a principal PGLn pCq-bundle over the quotient
(53) DQuot‚  PGLn pCq.13
Switching from C to R breaks our shifted symplectic structures into the real
and imaginary parts: ωre, ω im. As in [6] §4 both parts will play a role. We
will seek Lagrangian distributions with respect to ω im, that are also negative
definite with respect to ωre. To explain the second condition we need to put
some additional cohomological restrictions on our integrable distributions.
As in [6] Def. 15 on p. 23 we will say that an integrable distribution α : L‚ Ñ
T‚U‚ on a derived C8-manifold U
‚ is a purely derived foliation ifHď0 pL‚, δq “ 0
and on a minimal chart around every classical point in U‚ a representative of
pL‚, αq can be chosen s.t. α is an inclusion of complexes (see [6] Rem. 5 p. 14).
If there is a Lie group acting on U‚ we will consider strictly invariant purely
derived foliations on U‚.
Now a Lagrangian distribution with respect to ω im is negative definite with
respect to ωre, if ωre defines a negative definite 2-form on H
1 pL‚, δq ([6] Def.
20 p. 30). This condition is clearly invariant with respect to equivalences of
integrable distributions and it is local on the space M of classical points inJDQuot‚{GLn pCqK. Hence it defines a subsheaf of the sheaf of all Lagrangian
distributions with respect to ω im, that we denote by
(54) NωGLnpCq
`
DQuot‚
˘
ãÝÑ Fω imGLnpCq
`
DQuot‚
˘
.
We would like to show that this subsheaf has at least one global section. This
immediately follows from the following
Proposition 11. The sheaf NωGLnpCq
`
DQuot‚
˘
on M is soft and the set
of germs around every point in M is not empty.
Proof. Since the topological space M is Hausdorff and second countable the
property for a sheaf on M to be soft is local, i.e. it is enough to show it in an
arbitrarily small neighborhood of every point. Let U‚ be a GLn pCq-invariant
chart on DQuot‚ that is small enough so that we have U‚ – V ‚ ˆPGLn pCq,
and the action of GLn pCq is through the action on PGLn pCq. Let U be the
corresponding open subset of M. Using a C8-reformulation of Prop. 10 we
see that restriction of NωGLnpCq
`
DQuot‚
˘
to U is isomorphic to a subsheaf
Nω pV ‚q Ď Fω im pV ‚q, whose sections correspond to equivalence classes of
purely derived foliations with isotropic structures, having the additional prop-
erties that they are negative definite with respect to ωre and Lagrangian when
13As before the symbol  means taking functions that are invariant with respect to the
group action.
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seen as strictly invariant distributions on JV ‚{GL1 pCqK (the action being triv-
ial).
Applying Thm. 2.10 in [2] p. 1302 before the switch to C8-geometry, we
see that we can construct a morphism V ‚ Ñ W ‚ of derived C8-manifolds,
s.t. ω im, ωre are pullbacks of the imaginary and real parts of a ´2-shifted
symplectic structure on W ‚.14 The map V ‚ Ñ W ‚ identifies the spaces of
classical points and the corresponding pullback functor gives a morphism of
sheaves
(55) Fω im pW ‚q ÝÑ Fω im pV ‚q.
We claim that this is an inclusion of a subsheaf. It is enough to prove it locally,
so let p P U and we can assume that V ‚ is minimal at p. This implies that ω im
defines a shifted isomorphism T‚JV ‚{GL1pCqK Ñ ΩJV ‚{GL1pCqK in a neighborhood of
p in V 0. Since the action of GL1 pCq is trivial, the part T0GL1pCq Ď T´1JV ‚{GL1pCqK
consists of δ-cocycles. Moreover, using [2] Prop. 2.4 p. 1296 we can choose a
representative of the ´2-shifted symplectic form on JV ‚{GL1 pCqK s.t. the com-
ponent on V ‚ˆGL1 pCq is a closed 2-form (of degree ´3). This implies that the
part of ΩV ‚ of degree ´3 that corresponds to T0GL1pCq under the isomorphism
given by ω im consists of d-cocycles. Locally these are also d-coboundaries,
and hence around p in V ‚ we can choose 2 functions of degree ´3, that are
δ-cocycles and whose de Rham differentials are linearly independent at p. Di-
viding by the ideal these functions generate we obtain a section of V ‚  W ‚.
Thus (55) is injective.
It is clear that (55) cannot be surjective, since the two vector fields in degree
3 corresponding to the two functions above generate a derived foliation that
becomes 0 when pulled back to W ‚. In fact locally around p we can write
V ‚ – W ‚ ˆ pgl p1qr´3sq, where gl p1qr´3s is the derived C8-manifold whose
dg C8-ring is freely generated by two functions of degree ´3. Obviously every
integrable distribution that is pulled back over V ‚  W ‚ has to contain the
tangent vectors along gl p1qr´3s, and conversely every integrable distribution
containing this bundle is in the pullback. Now we notice that because of the
purely derived condition distributions corresponding to sections of Nω pV ‚q
have this property, i.e. Nω pV ‚q Ď Fω im pW ‚q. We can recognize this subsheaf
of Fω im pW ‚q as the sheaf Nω pW ‚q, whose sections correspond to purely de-
rived foliations on W ‚, that are Lagrangian with respect to ω im and negative
definite with respect to ωre. In [6] Thm. 3 this sheaf is shown to be soft and
possess local sections. q.e.d.
14Notice that because of non-triviality ofH3
´
T‚V ‚ , δ
¯
the derived C8-manifold V ‚ cannot
carry a ´2-shifted symplectic structure. Only the stack JV ‚{GL1 pCqK does.
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Proposition 11 shows that there are globally defined purely derived foliations
on the stack JDQuot‚{GLn pCqK that are Lagrangian with respect to ω im and
negative definite with respect to ωre. In general such an integrable distribution
consists of distributions on GLn pCq-invariant pieces with coherent gluing data
on various intersections. In this particular case our derived stack is especially
nice, it is given as a quotient stack of a derived C8-manifold by an action of
a Lie group. One would expect that in such situations there should be one
globally defined derived foliation on the entire derived C8-manifold without
any need for gluing.
This is indeed what happens in this case. First of all, since we are working in
derived C8-geometry all of our derived manifolds are locally fibrant, i.e. locally
their dg C8-rings of functions are almost free. This implies that we can find
local representatives of any derived foliation on DQuot‚ itself. Let U‚ be a
chart on DQuot‚ where we have such a representative L‚. By construction
it is a purely derived foliation and we can use Prop. 8 from [6]. So we can
assume that L‚ is a subcomplex T‚U‚ , that has generators only in degrees ě 1
and consist of all of T‚U‚ in degrees ě 2. As in the proof of Prop. 8 in [6] we can
choose a sequence tEku1ďkďr of vector bundles on U0 that freely generate L‚ as
a graded module, with Ek sitting in degree k. Moreover, we can assume that
each Ek is a subbundle of Fk, where tFku0ďkďr are some generating bundles
for T‚U‚ (clearly Ek – Fk for k ě 2).
We would like to glue the patchwork of subcomplexes into one globally
defined subcomplex of T‚DQuot‚ . This requires finding a canonical complement
of L‚ in T‚U‚ . First of all we note that because the Euler characteristic of L‚ is
half of that of T‚U‚ the rank of E1 is independent of the representative L‚ we
have chosen. Moreover, denoting by Z1 the sub-module of δ-cocycles in F1 we
have a canonical complement to E1 in F1:
(56) E 11 :“
`
E1 X Z1
˘Kωre X Z1,
which is a subbundle. Therefore, given two charts U‚, V ‚ and two represen-
tatives of the foliation L‚, K‚, we have a map K‚  L‚ given by discarding
the projection to E 11. This gives us two morphisms K‚ Ñ T‚U‚XV ‚ that are
homotopically equivalent. Taking their difference and multiplying by coeffi-
cients from a partition of unity subordinate to the two charts we obtain one
subcomplex on U‚ Y V ‚ that represents the derived foliation. Since the entire
derived scheme is second countable, continuing in this way we obtain
Proposition 12. For any purely derived foliation on JDQuot‚{GLn pCqK,
that is Lagrangian with respect to ω im and negative definite with respect to
ωre, whose existence is provided by Prop. 11, there is a representative given
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in terms of a globally defined subcomplex L‚ Ď T‚DQuot‚, having generators in
degrees ě 1 and surjective in degrees ě 2.
Dividing by this L‚ (in a naive way) we obtain a GLn pCq-linearized bundle
on DQuot0 and a GLn pCq-invariant section. There is also a GLn pCq-invariant
section of the dual bundle, whose derived critical locus gives us back the en-
tire stack JDQuot‚{GLn pCqK. Details of this construction will be presented
elsewhere.
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